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tral fun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e
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Nöthnitzer Strasse 38, 01187 Dresden, Germany
E. Runge
Tehnishe Universität Ilmemau, Fakultät für Mathematik und Naturwissenshaften,
FG Theoretishe Physik I, 98693 Ilmenau, Germany
We study the dynamial properties of spinless fermions on the hekerboard lattie. Our main
interest is the limit of large nearest-neighbor repulsion V as ompared with hopping |t|. The spetral
funtions show broad low-energy exitation whih are due to the dynamis of frationally harged
exitations. Furthermore, it is shown that the frational harges ontribute to the eletrial urrent
density.
I. INTRODUCTION
Exitations with frational harge have fasinated
physiists for some time. An early investigation by Su,
Shrieer and Heeger
1
dates bak to 1979 and deals
with the hain moleule trans-polyaetylene (CH)n. This
polymer has two ground states A and B with alternat-
ing single and double bonds between C atoms. In one of
them the double bond is on the right side of a given C
atom while in the other ground state it is on the left side.
A soliton or kink exitation has the property of an inter-
fae between the two ground states, i.e., on one side of
the soliton we have alternating bonds like in ground state
A and on the other side the bonds are arranged like in
ground state B. Shifting the soliton along the hain does
not hange the energy. Su et al. showed that depend-
ing on the oupational number of the kink state whih
an be either empty, singly or doubly oupied, the ex-
itation has a spin or harge only. In other words, there
exist exitations with spin-harge separation but no ex-
itations with frational harge yet. This hanges when
trans-polyaetylene is heavily doped. It turns out that at
ertain doping onentrations of either partiles or holes
there are not only exitations with harge and spin sep-
arated but their harge is a fration ν of the eletroni
harge e only.2 In the simplest ase ν = ±1/3, ±2/3 et.
It should be mentioned that this phenomenon does not
require interations between eletrons but ours within
a single- (or independent) partile desription. It involves
lattie degrees of freedom though, sine a double C = C
bond has a dierent length than a single C− C bond.
Doped trans-polyaetylene serves as an example of a one-
dimensional system with frational harges.
Frational harges are also found in two dimensions
in the muh elebrated frational quantum Hall eet
(FQHE). It was Laughlin
3
who introdued this onept
here. He explained with it the behavior of eletrons in
high-quality GaAs/AlGaAs heterostrutures in an ap-
plied magneti eld B normal to the planes. When
the eld deviates slightly from B = nhc/eν, where n
is the density of the eletrons and ν is a rational fra-
tion with odd denominator, exitations with harge ±νe
our. As usual h is Plank's onstant. The exitations
with frational harge νe are based on a new type of or-
related ground state alled the Laughlin state. It has
been also demonstrated that the exitations fulll fra-
tional statistis, i.e., when two of them are exhanged the
phase hanges by eiνpi. In distintion to the previously
onsidered trans-polyaetylene, eletron-eletron intera-
tions are ruial here. In an applied magneti eld, or-
relations beome strong sine the kineti energy of the
eletrons is redued.
The question was left open whether or not fration-
ally harged exitations exist in two or three dimensional
systems without magneti elds. In Ref. [4℄ it was sug-
gested that in a pyrohlore lattie, a prototype of a three
dimensional struture with geometrial frustration, exi-
tations with harge e/2 do exist. The pyrohlore stru-
ture is found, for example, in the transition metal om-
pound LiV2O4. In that ompound, vanadium has a half-
integer valeny and eletroni orrelations are strong as
indiated by a large γ oeient in the low temperature
spei heat C = γT . Although LiV2O4 has motivated
work of the kind presented here, we do not laim that the
theory of frational harges applies to that spei ma-
terial. Generally, prerequisites for frational harges in
the onsidered model are strong short-range orrelations
and ertain band llings. In order to study a system of
this sort in more detail, a hekerboard lattie is onsid-
ered whih also allows for numerial investigations. The
hekerboard lattie an be thought of as a projetion
of the pyrohlore lattie onto a plane. Although there
are dierenes in the physis of the two systems due to
the dierent dimensions, one an learn muh from the
simpler two dimensional system. Numerous studies of
the pyrohlore and hekerboard lattie were done and
reported in Refs. [5,6,7,8℄ for spin degrees of freedom
and [9,10,11℄ for harge degrees of freedom. The ques-
tion has not been posed yet how one would be able to
detet these exitations with frational harges in ase
they exist. It is the purpose of the present investiga-
tion to shed some light on that topi by alulating spe-
2(a) (b) ()
Figure 1: Chekerboard lattie (periodi boundary onditions
are used for the alulations). Latties with (a) 18 sites, (b)
32 sites and () 50 sites are onsidered.
tral funtions and optial ondutivity of fully spin polar-
ized or, equivalently, spinless fermions on a hekerboard
lattie. It is demonstrated that the frationalization of
harge leads to harateristi features whih are absent
when frationalization is forbidden. Perhaps the present
investigation may sharpen the attention of experimen-
talists when doing photoemission experiments on, e.g.,
systems with spinel struture when the lling fators are
right. Also the experimental progress in the generation
of optial latties should be noted. Reently it has been
reported that 3D optial latties an by generated and
lled with either bosons or fermions to simulate relevant
Hamiltonians, e.g., in Ref. [12℄ and itations therein.
The paper is organized as follows. First we introdue
in Setion II the model Hamiltonian that is used for our
alulations and show how under ertain onditions fra-
tionally harged partiles (fp's) arise on a hekerboard
lattie. In Setion III, we briey diuss the numerial de-
tails and introdue the approximations we applied. The
alulated spetral funtions and optial ondutivities
are presented in Setion IV. Finally, the results and on-
lusions are summarized in Setion V.
II. HAMILTONIAN AND LATTICES
The model Hamiltonian
H = −t
∑
〈i,j〉
(
c†i cj + h..
)
+ V
∑
〈i,j〉
ninj (1)
desribes spinless fermions on a hekerboard lattie (see
Fig. 1) with nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude t and
nearest-neighbor repulsion V . The operators ci(c
†
i ) anni-
hilate (reate) a partile on site i. The density operator is
ni = c
†
i ci. To avoid boundary eets, whih are expeted
to be strong, we hoose periodi boundary onditions in
atual alulations.
The band struture of non-interating (V = 0) parti-
les on the rissrossed hekerboard lattie onsists of a
(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 2: (olor online) (a) Example of an allowed ongura-
tion of a hekerboard lattie at half lling with possible low-
order hopping proesses. (b)-(d) Adding one partile leads to
two mobile defets, marked by triangles. Arrows mark mo-
tions of partiles.
dispersive and a at band
ε−(k) = −2t− 4t cos kxa√
2
cos
kya√
2
ε+(k) = 2t, (2)
where a is the lattie onstant. In passing, we mention
that in the presene of interations orrelations are gener-
ally strong in the at band regimes. The kineti energy
does not ounterat optimization of repulsions in that
regime.
13
In the following we assume t > 0. Note that
our oordinate system is rotated by 45◦ relative to that
of, e.g., Ref. [14℄. The resulting dierene in boundary
onditions an lead to notieable numerial dierenes in
partiular for very small luster sizes.
Our main interest is in the regime t/V ≪ 1, at half ll-
ing. When t = 0 the ground state manifold is marosop-
ially degenerate: Every onguration with exatly two
partiles on eah rissrossed square is a ground state.
This is the two dimensional equivalent of the tetrahedron
rule
15
(or Anderson rule). We refer to ongurations ful-
lling the tetrahedron rule as allowed ongurations.
The marosopi degeneray is lifted for small but nite
hopping amplitude t.
In the following we disuss proesses up to order t3/V 2.
They an be lassied as self-energy ontributions and
ring exhanges (see Fig. 2(a)). The self-energy ontri-
butions are idential for all allowed ongurations and
therefore the ground state degeneray is not lifted by
them. The total amplitude of ring exhange around
empty squares is proportional to t2/V and vanishes for
fermions. However, the marosopi degeneray is lifted
by ring exhanges ∼ t3/V 2 around hexagons. Note that
for fermions the signs of the orresponding matrix el-
ements depend on the sequene in whih the sites are
3enumerated.
14
Plaing one additional partile with harge e onto an
empty site leads to a violation of the tetrahedron rule on
two adjaent rissrossed squares (see Fig. 2(b)). The en-
ergy is inreased by 4V sine the added partile has four
nearest-neighbors. Partiles on a rissrossed square with
three partiles an hop to another rissrossed square
without reating more violations of the tetrahedron rule,
i.e., without inrease of repulsive energy (see panels ()
and (d) in Fig. 2). By these proesses, two loal defets
(violating the tetrahedron rule) an separate over large
distanes thereby gaining additional kineti energy of or-
der t. This is observed in our alulations. We will see
below in the ontext of Fig. 3 that the bandwidth from
an artiially restrited alulation in whih the defets
are not allowed to separate is muh smaller than that
from the unrestrited alulation.
These ndings motivate the introdution of the follow-
ing eetive Hamiltonian that ats only on the subspae
of allowed ongurations with a given number of viola-
tions (e.g., two violations in Fig. 2 (b)-(d)):
H
e
= g
∑
{ }
(−1)n0
(
| 〉〈 |+ | 〉〈 |+ h..
)
− t
∑
〈i j〉
P
(
c†icj + h..
)
P . (3)
It inludes the lowest order ring exhange proess with
g ∼ t3/V 2 (ompare Ref. 14). We will refer to it as the
t-g model. Note that the sign of the matrix elements de-
pends on the onguration, i.e, for row wise enumeration
of sites a proess has a minus sign whenever the site in the
enter of the orresponding hexagon is oupied ( n0 = 1)
and a plus sign when it is empty. The hopping t is pro-
jeted onto the manifold of allowed ongurations plus
xed numbers of violations by the projetor P . By intro-
duing the independent parameters t and g the eet of
ring exhange onto the dynamis of frational exitations
an be estimated. The tendeny for onnement an be
studied even on rather small lusters by inreasing the
ring exhange strength g.
One an expet that for an innitely large system
the two defets an propagate freely and independently
throughout the system. In that ase they should be on-
sidered as two elementary exitations eah having a dis-
persion ε˜(k) ∼ t and eah arrying the frational harge
e/2. Similarly, the repulsion-energy inrease of 4V is
split between the two elementary exitations. We will
refer to these exitations as frationally harged parti-
les (fp's). It should be emphasized that they are not
quasipartiles in the sense of Landau's Fermi liquid the-
ory beause they are not adiabatially onneted to inde-
pendent fermions. Analogously, taking one partile out
of the system generates two frationally harged holes
(fh's), i.e., two rissrossed square with one partile only.
Furthermore, quantum utuations generate fp and fh
pairs. Starting from an allowed onguration, when one
partile is hopping to an empty neighboring site it reates
one rissrossed square with three partiles (fp) and one
rissrossed square with one partile (fh) only.
Whether or not two defets atually do separate om-
pletely is a very subtle problem. The answer will depend
on lattie type, dimensionality, spin vs. spinless parti-
les, et. The answer may also dier for zero and nite
temperatures T and depend on defet onentration. In
any ase, the key observation is that whenever two de-
fets with harge ±e/2 separate they hange the bak-
ground onguration. Innite defet separation (deon-
nement) is more plausible for liquidlike ground states
than, for ground states with, e.g., broken translational in-
variane. In the latter ase, restoring fores our whih
an lead to linear onnement, analogously to quark on-
nement known from QCD. Thus a thorough analysis of
the ground state of the undoped, i.e., half lled system
is a vital step towards answering the above questions.
First numerial results for an eetive model on nite
systems up to 64 sites have been presented in Ref. [14℄.
A two-fold degenerate ground state with stripe order was
found for the partiular model on the hekerboard lat-
tie. Nevertheless, various observations suggested that
it would disappear in the thermodynami limit. Reent
alulations and analytial onsiderations
16
indiate that
this supposition, i.e, that the order would disappear in
the thermodynami limit, was erroneous. The presene
of an ordered ground state leads probably to weak on-
nement of fp's with a harateristi length of L lat-
tie spaings. A simple estimate is given by Lg ∼ t, i.e,
L ∼ t/g = V 2/t2 lattie spaings. For the used parame-
ters, this leads to a large harateristi length of several
hundred lattie spaings (weak onnement). Note that
the 3D pyrohlore lattie appears at present to have a
deonned phase in whih the fp's an separate
4,6,17
.
The present work fouses on the dynamis of a weakly
doped system (half lling plus one extra partile) by al-
ulating the spetral funtions and optial ondutivity.
We stress that the numerial simulations are limited to
small lusters. As a onsequene, as long as lusters of
size L ∼ t/g = V 2/t2 ≫ 1 are out of reah for the exat
diagonalization, we an not hope to nd simple nite size
saling relations towards the true thermodynami limit.
The present study should be onsidered as a ontribution
towards the understanding of the loal behavior of fp's.
In partiular it is impossible to distinguish between a free
or weakly bound pair of fp's.
III. NUMERICAL DETAILS
Obviously, onventional approximation shemes suh
as mean-eld theories and Green's funtion deoupling
shemes are not able to desribe the strong loal orre-
lation expressed by the tetrahedron rule. Furthermore,
until now neither a reation operator formalism nor a
eld theoretial desription for the fp's have been de-
rived. This suggests numerial studies. Unfortunately,
4the fat that we are dealing with fermions rules out the
use of standard Monte-Carlo tehniques. Thus we have
hosen the exat diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (1)
for small nite latties, even though the numerial eort
inreases exponentially with system size.
Diagonalization within the full Hilbert spae was done
for a lattie ontaining 18 sites. Larger systems an be
onsidered if we restrit ourselves within the orrespond-
ing Hilbert spaes to ertain low-energy setors. They are
dened by the number of violations of the tetrahedron
rule. For the atual alulations we used the smallest
possible Hilbert spaes allowing for the dynamial pro-
esses that we are interested in. These onsists in the un-
doped ase, i.e, at half lling of the allowed ongurations
and those with one additional vauum utuation present
(one fp and one fh). In the doped ase, i.e, with one
partile added to the system, the ongurations aount
for no other violations of the tetrahedron rule than those
that are due to the added partile (two fp's). We refer to
the spae spanned by these seleted ongurations as the
minimal Hilbert spae in eah ase. The dimensions are
strongly redued as ompared with the full Hilbert spae
(see Table I). Calulations for the doped system have
18 sites 32 sites 50 sites
Half lling
Full Hilbert spae 48 620 601 080 390 1.2641 1014
Allowed states 68 2970 67 832
Minimal (1 ut.) 2 228 168 858 16 178 232
System doped with one partile
Full Hilbert spae 43 758 565 722 720 1.2155 1014
Minimal (0 ut.) 1 323 98 784 8 698 450
Conned (0 ut.) 612 47 520 1 695 800
One extra utuation 11 475 2 435 808 -
Table I: Dimensions of the full Hilbert spae and some relevant
subspaes for dierent lattie sizes.
also been done for two other subspaes. In one ase, the
two fp's subspae is extended to three fp and one fh
in order to hek the validity of the results for the two
fp subspae. We refer to this Hilbert spae as one extra
utuation. In the seond ase, we onne the two fp's
to adjaent riss-ross squares, i.e., partiles do not split
into frational harges. Suh alulations have the pur-
pose to demonstrate that harge frationalization leads
to qualitative dierent behavior.
The spetral funtions and optial ondutivity of in-
terating many-partile systems are expetation values
of the form
G(z) = 〈ψ0|A 1
z −H A
†|ψ0〉 (4)
and an therefore onveniently be alulated numerially
by the Lanzos ontinued fration method
18
or kernel
polynomial expansion.
19
We found essentially idential
results for both algorithms. However, the implementa-
tion of the Lanzos method turned out to be slightly
faster. We rewrite rst G(z) as
G(z) = 〈ψ0|A A†|ψ0〉〈φ0| 1
z −H |φ0〉, (5)
where
|φ0〉 = A
†|ψ0〉√
〈ψ0|AA†|ψ0〉
. (6)
Then the state |φ0〉 is taken as starting vetor to gener-
ate iteratively with the Lanzos algorithm an orthogonal
basis for the Hamiltonian H . Using the tridiagonal form
of the Hamiltonian with respet to the Lanzos basis and
Kramers' rule, the expetation value an be easily rewrit-
ten in terms of diagonal elements an and o-diagonal
elements bn of the Hamiltonian in form of a ontinued
fration
G(z) =
〈ψ0|AA†|ψ0〉
z − a0 − b21 1z−a1−b22 1z−a2...
. (7)
Well onverged results were obtained already after several
hundred iterations.
There is, of ourse, always the question remaining in
how far results for nite lusters are indiations for the
behavior of systems in the thermodynami limit. Sine
we annot go beyond 50 sites, the reader should be au-
tioned against over interpreting the results.
IV. RESULTS
A. Spetral funtions
Diret insight into the dynamis of a many-body sys-
tem is provided by the spetral funtion
A(k, ω) = A−(k, ω) +A+(k, ω), (8)
whih is the probability for adding (+) or removing (-
) a partile with momentum k and energy ω (~ = 1)
to the system. This funtion an be diretly related to
angular-resolved photoemission spetrosopy (ARPES).
The partile ontribution is dened by
A+(k, ω) = lim
η→0+
− 1
pi
(9)
×Im〈ψN0 |ck
1
ω + iη + E0 −H c
†
k
|ψN0 〉
and the hole ontribution by
A−(k, ω) = lim
η→0+
− 1
pi
(10)
× Im〈ψN0 | c†k
1
ω + iη − E0 +H ck|ψ
N
0 〉.
5Here |ψN0 〉 is the ground state of the system with N par-
tiles. A small value of η = 0.1t is used for Lorentzian
broadening. The operators c
k
(c†
k
) are obtained from the
orresponding operators in real-spae representation
c†
k
=
1√
Nk
∑
j
eirjkc†j , (11)
where Nk denotes the number of k points in the extended
BZ and the sum is taken over all lattie sites. The re-
sulting integrated spetral density is
D(ω) =
1
Nk
∑
k
A(k, ω). (12)
For a system with a translationally invariant ground state
or if an average over all degenerate ground states is on-
sidered, D(ω) is onveniently alulated in real spae rep-
resentation as a loal expetation value
The integrated spetral density D(ω) for the Hamilto-
nian (1) is displayed in Fig. 3. The dierent values of the
nearest neighbor repulsion V , show the transition from
an independent partile system to the strongly orrelated
limit. A rather small system is onsidered in order to al-
low for a diagonalization in the full Hilbert spae with
reasonable omputational eort. For V = 0 the disper-
sion is given by Eq. 2. D(ω) inludes ontributions from
the allowed k-points (k = 2pi/3 (nx, ny) with (nx, ny) ∈
Z
2
). The dispersive band ε− is ompletely lled and on-
tributes only to D−(ω) while the at band is empty and
ontributes exlusively to D+(ω).
Adding a partile inreases the energy by 4V . Remov-
ing it dereases the repulsion energy by 2V . Together
this leads to an inreasing separation of partile and hole
part of the spetrum with inreasing V and nally to
the formation of a gap. By this argument one expets a
metal-insulator transition as a funtion of V . At small
but nite V the peaks are broadened as an inoherent
bakground develops. But we are interested in the oppo-
site limit of large V .
In the limit of large V it is suient to alulate the
spetral funtions within the minimal Hilbert spae, as is
seen from the similarities with results for the full Hilbert
spae, shown for parameter values V = 16t and V = 32t
in Fig. 3. In partiular, the bandwidth as well as the
gross struture remain unhanged. Therefore we may
study muh larger systems and ompare results for dif-
ferent lattie sizes. In partiular, this enables us to ap-
proah the question whether the two defets reated by
injeting one partile are losely bound to eah other
or not. Unfortunately, alulation on nite lusters an
not distinguish truly between free partiles and weakly
bound pairs. For a rst answer, we ompare for dier-
ent lattie sizes the results within the minimal Hilbert
spae with those from an artiially restrited alula-
tion keeping the two defets onned to two adjaent
rissrossed squares. From Fig. 4 it is seen that without
the restrition a broad low-energy ontinuum is obtained
whih is missing when the restrition is imposed. The
D
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Figure 3: Integrated spetral density D(ω) of a
√
18 × √18
hekerboard lattie for inreasing nearest-neighbor repulsion
V . The ontributions of A−(k, ω) is shown as shaded area.
The insets show D(ω) alulated for minimal Hilbert spaes.
Bandwidths and positions of the dominant features are almost
unhanged. The peaks are broadened by hoosing η = 0.1t.
bandwidths are about 13t and 8t in the two ases. This
suggests a simple interpretation. The dynamis of two
separate fp's having a bandwidth of ≈ 6t eah due to
six nearest neighbors would yield the alulated 13t while
a onned added partile has a muh smaller bandwidth,
i.e., 8t. They are rather independent of the system size
(e.g., ≈ 13t for the 18, 32 and 50 sites luster in the free
ase) and therefore expeted to extrapolate to the ther-
modynami limit. A similar observation holds true for
A+(k, ω) (see Fig. 5) where k = (0, pi/2)and k = (0, pi)
are onsidered. Additionally one observes two interest-
ing fats: (i) The states with large momentum k give the
main ontributions to the low-energy ontinuum in D(ω).
This is onsistent with the piture that a partile with
large momentum more eiently lowers its kineti energy
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Figure 4: Integrated spetral density D(ω) for V = 25t alu-
lated for dierent lattie size. The left panel shows the data
from free systems whih inlude states with separated fra-
tional harges. The right panel shows the data from systems
where the two defet are onned and an not separate. The
peaks are broadened by hoosing η = 0.1t.
when deaying into frational exitations than a partile
with low momentum. (ii) A+(k, ω) shows in the on-
ned alulation a peak-like feature at the low-energy
edge that reminds one of the Landau-Fermi liquid peak
while nothing alike is seen for the free ase.
A third observation deserves a omment. For vanishing
momentum, the full spetral weight of A+ is ontained
in a single sharp δ-like peak near the enter of the band.
This suggests that |ψ˜N+1〉 = c†
k=0
|ψ0〉 is an exat eigen-
state of the Hamiltonian H in the limit t/V → 0 with
H˜ |ψ˜N+1〉 = E˜|ψ˜N+1〉 as an be seen by evaluation of the
following expression:
H |ψ˜N+1〉 = Hc†
k=0
|ψ0〉
=
[
H, c†
k=0
]
|ψ0〉+ c†k=0H |ψ0〉
=
[
H, c†
k=0
]
|ψ0〉+ E0|ψ˜N+1〉. (13)
The ontributions of the kineti and the repulsive energy
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Figure 5: Spetral density A(k, ω) for V = 25t alulated for
some k-points. The upper panel shows data from the systems
whih inlude states with separated frational harges. The
lower panel shows the data from a system where the two defet
are onned and an not separate. The peaks are broadened
by hoosing η = 0.1t.
to the ommutator are given by
[
H
kin
, c†
k=0
]
=
[∑
k′
ε(k′)c†
k′
c
k′
, c†
k=0
]
= ε(k = 0)c†
k=0
(14)
and [
H
rep
, c†
k=0
]
=
V√
N
∑
〈ij〉
(
c†jni + c
†
inj
)
, (15)
respetively. The latter is alulated by using the real
spae representation ck=0 = 1/
√
N
∑
l c
†
l . Sine the
ground state ontains in the onsidered limit only ong-
urations that obey the tetrahedron rule, eah empty site
has exatly four oupied neighbors. Thus the sum over
all nearest neighbors applied to the ground state leads to[
H
rep.
, c†
k=0
]
|ψ0〉 = 4V 1√
N
∑
i
c†i |ψ0〉
= 4V |ψ˜N+1〉. (16)
Colleting everything yields
H |ψ˜N+1〉 = (ε(k = 0) + 4V + E0) |ψ˜N+1〉. (17)
The ground state wave funtion with one added partile
of zero momentum is an eigenfuntion of the Hamiltonian
with energy ε(k = 0)+4V +E0. Note that for the doped
system no vauum utuation is taken into aount and
thus one has to add a onstant energy shift from the self-
energy ontributions (loss of ground state orrelations).
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Figure 6: Integrated spetral density of a 32 sites luster al-
ulated for the eetive t − g Hamiltonian for two dierent
values of g. The peaks are broadened by hoosing η = 0.1t.
The integrated spetral density D(ω) of the eetive
Hamiltonian (3) shows a strong dependene on the ratio
t/g. In the physial regime, orresponding to the pre-
viously onsidered parameters with g ∼ t3/V 2 = 0.01t,
the integrated spetral density D(ω) (Fig. 6) shows qual-
itatively the same features as the full Hamiltonian. If g
is assumed to be equal to t, the broad ontinuum at the
bottom of the spetral density vanishes and a sharp δ-
peak evolves instead. Note the similarities to D(ω) for
the artiially onned situation. The spetral weight of
the peak an be looked at as that of a Landau quasipar-
tile peak. This suggests the interpretation that the ring
exhange term leads to harge order whih is destroyed
by the separation of the two fp's. In the regime with
g ≪ t (g = t3/V 2) the diameter of the two bounded fp's
is larger than the onsidered system size and thus the ex-
itations seem to be deonned. An artiial inreased g
leads to muh stronger onnement and the diameter of
the bounded pair is small ompared to the system size -
leading to a nite weight of the quasipartile peak. The
huge spatial extend of the quasipartile in the physial
regime is expeted to lead to very interesting eets, but
this will be the subjet of a separate investigation.
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Figure 7: Regular part of optial ondutivity σ
reg
(ω) of
the
√
18 × √18 hekerboard lattie for inreasing nearest-
neighbor repulsion V . Left panels are showing the half lled
ase and the right half-lled plus one. The insets show the
data for the same values within the minimal Hilbert spae.
The peaks are broadened by hoosing η = 0.1t.
B. Optial Condutivity
The regular part of the optial ondutivity σ
reg
is de-
ned by
σ
reg
(ω) = lim
η→0+
− 1
ω pi
(18)
× Im〈ψN0 |jx
1
ω + iη + E0 −H jx|ψ
N
0 〉.
Here |ψN0 〉 is the ground state of the system with N par-
tiles and as before we use a value of η = 0.1 for broad-
ening. The urrent operator is
jx = i[H,X ]
= it
∑
j
(
c†
rj
c
rj+x
− c†
rj+x
c
rj
)
. (19)
Calulations have been performed for the urrent den-
sity along the x-axis, i.e. x = ex in 19. The regular part
of the optial ondutivity σ
reg
(ω) is shown in Figure 7
for inreasing values of the nearest-neighbor repulsion V .
8For V = 0, one observes a peak-like struture. In the
thermodynami limit it should be positioned at ω = 0
and the shift to ω 6= 0 is a nite size eet. The same
holds true for V=4t, whih is expeted to be still in the
metalli phase.
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With inreasing V, the strutures be-
ome broader. In the half-lled (undoped) ase the om-
plete weight is moved to larger ω and the Drude weight
goes to zero. One expets a transition to an insulat-
ing state. For large V the weight is distributed around
ω = V . This orresponds to the energy that is needed to
generate a fp-fh pair whih arry an eletrial urrent.
In the doped ase one nds a dierent behavior. Fi-
nite weight is found at ω = 0 for arbitrarily large values
of V and the harge is arried by two fp's with harge
e/2 eah. A part of the weight is shifted to larger ω
where additional fp - fh pairs are generated as harge
arriers. For V = 16t we ompare the results based on
the alulation in the full Hilbert spae with those for
the minimal Hilbert spae. The features at small ω are
reprodued very well, but in the minimal Hilbert spae
vauum utuations are absent and thus there is no ur-
rent ontributions from fp-fh pairs.
Now we want to investigate the inuene of frational
harges on the optial ondutivity (see Fig. 8). The
main features are independent of lattie size. For the
free system one nds a bandwidth of nearly 13t whih
is the same as for the spetral funtions. There are sharp
peaks superposed onto a broad struture. The onned
system has a redued bandwidth of nearly 8t and the
broad struture is less pronouned. For the 32 sites lus-
ter the ontribution near ω = 0 is smaller than for the
other two lusters. This is due to the partiular shape
of the lusters whih lead to a lower degeneray of the
ground state than in the 32 sites ase.
In Figure 9 the optial ondutivity due to one moving
fp is shown. Here we keep one of the two fp's xed and
let only the other one propagate. One observes a Drude
peak and broad struture. Exept for the Drude peak no
other peaks are observed. The bandwidth is redued to
about half of the bandwidth of two fp's.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have studied numerially the dynamial properties
of spinless fermions on hekerboard latties and om-
pared the results for dierent lattie sizes and models.
For the full Hamiltonian a broad low-energy ontinuum
is found and no Fermi liquid peak is present, indiat-
ing that an added partile deays into two frationally
harged exitations that separate over the whole nite
lattie.
Considering the ring exhange g in the eetive Hamil-
tonian as an independent parameter (not xed to t3/V 2)
allowed us to explore the regime where the fp separa-
tion is small ompared to the system size. The spetral
funtion for large g does not show a broad struture and
develops instead a sharp peak. The existene of a quasi-
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Figure 8: Regular part of optial ondutivity σ
reg
(ω) for the
doped system with V = 25t alulated for dierent lattie
sizes. The left panel shows the data for Free systems whih
inlude states with separated frational harges. The right
panel shows the data for systems where the two defet are
onned and an not separate. The peaks are broadened
with η = 0.1t.
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Figure 9: Regular part of optial ondutivity σ
reg
(ω) for the
doped system with V = 25t. Only one of the frational
harged exitations is mobile while the other is xed. The
peaks are broadened by hoosing η = 0.1t. Arrows mark mo-
tions of partiles.
9partile peak shows that the added partile reates two
bound frationally harged partiles with a small diame-
ter. These ndings suggest that for parameters V/t ≈ 10
quasipartiles with spatial extend over more than hun-
dred lattie sites are formed.
Finally the questions about the dynamis of frational
harges on dierent types of latties remains. Consid-
erable dierenes are expeted for bipartite and non-
bipartite latties. Also the dimensionality of the lattie
is ruial. For the 3D pyrohlore lattie one speulates
about the existene of liquid phases where the frational
harges would be deonned.
4,6,17
The informations we
got from investigations of nite hekerboard latties sug-
gest that the possibly deonned fp's in the pyrohlore
lattie would lead to broad features in spetral funtions
even for innite systems.
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